Abstract
Introduction
As technologies such as Net of Things and Cyber-Physical System are developed, real-time embedded systems appear in more areas, including health care, space exploration, high-speed rail running and so on. Its complexity also increases. Naturally, how to design a real-time embedded system and how to analyze it has attracted researchers' attention. For such problems, some compositional design and analysis methods are proposed and studied. The method of component-based design is widely used in designing real-time embedded system. Its idea is to decompose a large system into some smaller components and then to compose the components by interfaces. The interface is an abstraction of component. When utilizing component technology to construct real-time embedded systems, some corresponding scheduling problems need to be considered. For instance, is a combination of schedulable components schedulable? To analyze scheduling problems in component-based design, some hierarchical scheduling analysis methods are proposed in [4, 5, 8, 15, 16] . Philippou et al. in [14] introduce a framework, named Process Algebra for Demand and Supply (PADS), for analyzing compositional hierarchical scheduling. In the formal model PADS, task's behavior of requesting resources is described by task processes, and resource provider's supplying behavior are modeled by a supply process. Based on the two kinds of processes, a task being schedulable is defined. Further, the schedulability of tasks and their compositionality could be analyzed.
Philippou et al. in [14] defined task's schedulability by requiring that all the demanding scenarios be satisfied on the principle of maximizing resource utilization. Task being schedulable by supply process means that task could definitely finish successfully with a supply's providing resource. Also, a supply simulation relation is presented and proved to be an equivalent description of task's schedulability. According to the definition of schedulability in [14] , an unschedulable task does not mean that it is not possible to finish its execution on time. In fact, there possibly exists a requesting-resource scenario being satisfied in an unschedulable task's description. If such a satisfied scenario is executed, then the unschedulable task finishes on time. This paper will focus on how to describe and analyze such a fact that unschedulable tasks possibly finish timely.
Inspired by the definition of supply simulation relation in [14] , we introduce a partial supply simulation relation to describe the situation that an unschedulable task possibly finishes successfully. Then, tasks being partially schedulable are defined based on the partial supply simulation relation. As we expect, it is proved that schedulability implies partial schedulability. Secondly, some properties are explored in views of the union operation and the choice operator "+". Similar to schedulability, relations about partial schedulability between tasks and tasks' normal forms are discussed. Finally, we investigate how to determine whether a task is partially schedulable by a supply or not. A related proof system is established for solving the problem; it is proved to be sound and complete. For a supply process, it could be reduced into the form without the operator "+" in the first time unit. A task could be also decomposed into several parts according to executable maximal responses under the first grant set in a supply process. After decomposing, each gotten part is with a form of containing no "+" in the first time unit. Choose a part such that its resource requests in the first unit time could be satisfied by a supply. By ignoring the first resource request and the first resource grant, we similarly analyze relations between the remainder of task and the remainder of supply until that the task is reduced into FIN . Then, these reduced parts are connected by using operators "+" and ":" in a reverse order of decomposing process.
Related work. For the compositional analysis, there are two main lines of research. One is based on real-time scheduling theory, such as [4, 5, 8, 15, 16] . The other is a formal approach such as process algebra approach [2, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13] , task automata [1, 6, 7] , pre-emptive Petri nets [3] , etc. PADS is also a process algebra model. It could model such behaviors as requesting resources and supplying resources. A task is described by resource requests with priorities in each time unit, corresponding to task process in PADS. The behavior of providing resource is modelled by a supply process with resource grant sets. Task being schedulable by a supply is defined by using their "||" combination's evolving behaviors. It requires that the combination never enter into deadlock and there is no resource request unsatisfied in every execution. About PADS, [14] discusses tasks' schedulability in several ways. It gives an equivalent characterization about a task being schedulable, investigates how to safely compose schedulable systems, gives a method of generating a supply for a schedulable task set, and discusses tasks' hierarchy by a demand relation. [18] generalizes the results about task's hierarchy in [14] . A weak demand relation is introduced and a related reasoning method is given. [17] discusses properties about a supply simulation relation and presents a reasoning system. At present, studies about the formal model PADS are mainly centered on task's schedulability. Analysing the meaning of non-schedulability is also helpful to understand the schedulability. In this paper, we analyse some examples of unschedulable tasks and discuss the fact that unschedulable tasks maybe finish on time. Based on our observation, a concept of partial supply simulation relation is presented and its properties are explored. Then, a proof system is established.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 restates basic concepts and some results about PADS. In Section 3, we introduce a partial supply simulation relation, and discuss a problem that weather a supply simulation relation is a partial supply simulation relation or not. Then, in Section 4 we analyze related properties. Section 5 gives a reasoning system for the proposed relation. And we make detailed analyses for its soundness and completeness in Section 6. Section 7 makes a conclusion.
Preliminary
In this section, we will state syntax and semantics of PADS, some needed concepts and results in [14, 17, 18] .
Syntax and Semantics of PADS
In PADS, a resource demander, i.e. task, which requests resources to execute in each time unit, is modelled by a task process. A resource provider, which supplies resources, is modelled by a supply process. Task processes and supply processes constitutes a system which runs with requesting-supplying match in every unit time. In [14] , all the resources, like r , 1 r , form a set, denoted by R . Every resource in R could be requested. So, R is also considered to be a set of resource requests. And other two sorts of resources, i.e. granted resources and consumed resources, are also described in PADS. A granted resource means being available. A resource is consumed only if a supplying action and a requesting action happen 

. So, the three resources' priorities in  are as follows:
. We write b  for the remaining parts after removing all the priorities in  , e.g.
, and ) ( res for the collection of resources appearing in  , e.g.
 and 2  are called to be compatible mutually if, whenever r appears in the two sets then one occurrence must be a granted resource and the other a request. Its formal definition is as follows:
For compatible sets 1  and 2  , an operation "  " is defined in the following.
Three kinds of processes are defined in PADS, including task process, supply process and timed system process. A timed system process may be a task process, or a supply, or their combination. The syntaxes for these processes are given in the following three formulae, i.e. (3), (4) and (5) . The set of tasks is denoted by T , the symbol S for the set of supplies, and P for the timed system process set.
Here, C denotes a task constant, and it is defined in the form T C def  , where T may include appearances of C or other task constants. D represents a supply constant, and its definition is similar to task constant.  is a locked system process and could not make any execution.
In PADS, for the above three kinds of processes, their semantics are defined by two transition relations. One is an unprioritized transition relation "  ", pronounced "two head right arrow", which is presented in Table 1 . The other is a prioritized relation "  ", which will be defined later. For a process P  P 
Definition 1: [14] An binary relation Act Act   is called to be a preemption relation, if for every pair
   , one of the following holds:
, that is,  and  use the same employed and provided resources and  includes unsatisfied requests whereas  does not.
, that is,  and  have the same resources, both of them have no requests, but  employs more resources than  .
, and there exists
, that is,  and  include the same resources,  shows greater or equal priority when using the resources, and there is one resource which is used at a greater priority in
Intuitively, a resource request/grant/consumption set preempts another if it could utilize resources more sufficiently under the same supplying. In Definition 1, Clause 1 means that an action that could get all the requested resources preempts an action that not all the requests are satisfied under the same resource supplying. Clause 2 says that for two actions in which resources requests are all satisfied, the greedy consuming-more-resources one preempts another one. Clause 3 involves resources' priorities. For two actions  and  with the same requested resources, granted resources and consumed
resources, if each resource in
 is operated at a priority equal to or higher than  , and at least there exists a resource with a higher priority in
Now, based on the transition relation "  " in Table 1 we could give the definition of prioritized transition relation 
. Moreover,  T denotes the collection of all the processes with the form
In other words,  T contains all the task processes and tasks' combinations by the operation " || ". Similarly,  S means the set of all the processes with the form
Definition 2: [14] Let  , Act   .
• We write ) ,
then we say that resource request set  is satisfied by resource grant set  .
• Given P  P , we write
and there is no Act  
 
 . Besides, we could also get ) ,
Supply Simulation Relation
Definition 3: [14] A task
Definition 3 says, task T being schdulable by supply S means that the system S T || could evolve infinitely, and task T 's resource request in every evolution procedure could be satisfied by the supply process S . Definition 4: [14] A binary relation 
Lemma 1: [14] A task
Lemma 1 shows that a task being schedulable by a supply is equivalently characterized by a supply simulation relation.
Definition 5: [18] Let T
we say, task T  preserves executable and maximal actions in T under  , denoted by )
Task's Depth
Definition 6: [17] Assume task T 
satisfies:
, then s is called to be a terminated evolution sequence of task T , and the length of s is n , denoted by n s L  ) ( . 
Task's Normal Form
Definition 8: [17] Assume that task T  T has no task constant. Then, T 's normal form, denoted by ) (T N , is inductively defined as follows: 
Proposition 2: [17] Assume that task T  T has no task constant. Then, task T 's normal form ) (T N is unique, and
, where i T is FIN or with the form of
Proposition 3: [17] Let T  T be a task without containing task constant.
(
Corollary 1: [17] Let T  T be a task without containing task constant.
Guarded Supply Process
Definition 9: [17] Assume supply constant S D Property 1: [17] Assume that S  S is guarded. Then,  S .
Property 2: [17] Assume that S  S is guarded, and S S     . Then, S is still guarded.
Partial Supply Simulation Relation
Firstly, let's analyze the following example. , the requested resource 2 r in the first time unit could be satisfied by the supply S , and the required resource 2 r in the second time unit is also supplied by S . Thus, under the supply S task T 's requesting-resource scenario of ( 2 2 is satisfied and it could be finished on time.
As we can see from the above analyses, even if a task is not schedulable by a supply, some demanding scenarios may be satisfied. In order to describe this kind of situation, we present a concept of partial supply simulation relation in the following. From the above analysis, we know, task T 's requesting resources on the execution path 
Some Properties
Analyzing properties about the partial supply simulation relation is helpful in understanding task's partial schedulability. In the following, we will present some related results. S is a partial supply simulation relation.
. Suppose that a pair 
satisfies conditions in Definition 10. Thus, S   is a partial supply simulation relation. According to
Theorem 2 shows that a task has the same partial schedulability as its normal form.
Proof System
This section will explore how to reason about whether there exists a partial supply simulation relation for a task process and a supply process or not. We will solve the problem by establishing a proof system, named
The proof system part P  | consists of an axiom and six reasoning rules, presented in Table 2 . In the following, we informally explain the rules.
•  .
• Rule 3 R means that if task 1 T could be partially schedulable by supply S :  , and it could preserve the original executable and maximal action with respect to the resource grant set  , then the new task 2 1 T T  could be partially schedulable by S :
• • Rule 6 R originates from Property 4. A task is partially schedulable, respectively by two supply processes, if and only if it is also partially schedulable by their combination of "+".
• Rule 7 R says, task's partial schedulability is not affected by the combining way of its summands. 
Here, 
 is a guarded supply constant. 
. According to syntaxes and semantics of supply process, we could get that A is a finite set. By
Let us make a hypothesis that " T S part   || : 
. We will analyze Case 1 in the following two cases which are "  n times, we could get 
